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Virtualization and the Cloud
There exists a menu of options that enable a single 
piece of server hardware to be partitioned so as to
provide varying levels of isolation to the applications 
and users served by this hardware.

Virtual hosting methods include:
Environment: Apache virtual-hosting*, Java VM
OS Level: chroot, Jails, Containers
Hypervisors: VirtualBox, VMWare, Xen
Emulation: Bochs, VMWare & VirtualBox under 
                    special configuration

* Requests to many IP addresses correspond to one requests for one machine



  

Environmental Virtual Hosting:
Virtualization of the hosted applications is configured 
within the space of another application instance 
(typically a parent instance)
Allows one server to share its resources, such as 
memory and processor cycles, without requiring all 
services to use the same host name
Servers such as webservers use this method to 
host more than one domain name on a single 
physical device
Example: shared web hosting. 

lower price than for a dedicated web server 
because many customers can be hosted on 
a single server
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Shared Web Hosting – How is this done?
   Name-Based: 

  Several names point to the same IP address – Huh?
  Hostname is in the get request
  For encrypted traffic, say TLS/SSL:

For https, TLS handshake occurs before server
sees any https headers so it cannot determine
what certificate to send back to the client unless
all hostnames are covered by the same certificate
Saved by TLS extension SNI* - hostname sent first
but NG for older windows and android browsers

  Without DNS (which may not be functioning well)
using IP address instead of name does not work

* Server Name Indication
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Shared Web Hosting – How is this done?
   IP-Address-Based: 

Administrator finds different IP addresses for each
client (that is, site) – but the world has run out of
new IPv4 addresses!
Not UC though – UC cornered the market on all
addresses beginning 129.137 (65K addresses!!)

   Port-Based:
All sites have the same IP address but requests
enter the server on different ports
Theoretically possible but not used in practice 

     since it is unfriendly to users  
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Environmental Virtual Hosting – characteristics:
● The administrator of the server hardware has full 

visibility and control inside the virtual environments
● The virtual applications may share privileges, storage 

and RAM unless specifically configured not to
● Virtual processes are still visible to each other on the

server-side
● The shared nature of the infrastructure is generally 

opaque to the end-user, but counter-measures must 
be authored into the applications in order to ensure 
this remains true (e.g. authentication, black lists)

● Compromising one virtual server can put all other
virtual servers at risk

Virtualization and the Cloud



  

Environmental Virtual Hosting – depiction:

From my home:
uc.edu: 129.137.4.225   vpn.uc.edu: 129.137.3.13

From Administrator’s home:  both have same address
     UCIT says: uc.edu and vpn.uc.edu are on diff hardware

Virtualization and the Cloud



  

OS-Level Virtual Hosting:
Independent deployments of whole application 
stacks which cannot share each others ��
configurations, libraries, modules, etc. are set up
Configuration of the virtual environments hosting 
these deployments will either be configured at the 
supervisor OS level, or via specialized "no return" 
system calls which request that the OS isolate all 
future execution and child processes
User Mode Linux: multiple virtual Linux kernel-based 
operating systems (guests) run as an application within 
a normal Linux system (host).  A Linux kernel compiled 
for the User Mode architecture can then boot as a 
process under another Linux kernel, entirely in user 
space, without affecting the host environment’s 
configuration or stability. 
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OS-Level VH – features beyond Environmental VH:
● Can be rooted at a sub-path in the filesystem, 

with restricted reads/writes outside of this zone
● Requires a dedicated instance of the service for

each virtual host
● Lacks dedicated allocation, still competes for

system resources, but executes with significantly
limited visibility to other services

● Applications need not be specially configured and
will be relatively isolated from one another

● Networking and Inter-Process Communication may 
still be possible between isolation environments
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Virtualization and the Cloud
OS-Level Virtual Hosting – depiction:



  

Virtualization and the Cloud
OS-Level Virtual Hosting – details:

kernel allows multiple isolated user space instances 
called containers (LXC, Docker), Zones (Solaris 
containers), virtual private servers (OpenVZ), 
partitions, virtual environments (VEs), virtual kernels 
(DragonFly BSD), or jails (FreeBSD jail or chroot jail)
Programs running inside of a container only see the 
container's resources and devices assigned to the 
container – looks like a computer!
kernel often provides resource-management features 
to limit the impact of one container's activities on other 
containers 



  

Virtualization and the Cloud
OS-Level Virtual Hosting – details:

Benefits:
Allows multiple virtual environments to share a 
common host kernel and utilize underlying OS 
interfaces.  Thus, OS-level virtualization incurs 
less CPU, memory and networking overhead - 
important for High Performance Computing 
(dense cloud configurations), resource constrained 
mobile and embedded environments

Concerns:
Each container can only contain a system of
the same type as the host environment



  

Hypervisor Hosting:
● A hypervisor further pushes isolation logic up to the

hardware level
● Requires special hardware features: the hypervisor 

can natively execute code while maintaining most 
complete resource isolation between instances

● With a few small exceptions, the virtual hosts will 
execute as completely dedicated OS deployments, 
requiring complete OS + application installation 
within the virtual guest instances.

● The parent OS is called the “host”, while the children 
are called “guests”

Virtualization and the Cloud



  

Hypervisor Hosting – features:
● Executes most code natively, but exposes a false 

hardware representation to “guest” OSes
● Selectively allocate hardware devices to “guest” OSes
● Dedicate resources + limit resources with fine granularity

i.e. consider all resource and demand points separately
● Abstracted hardware enables suspend, move, restore,

close, snapshot of running guest states
● Most common virtualization associated with “the cloud”

Virtualization and the Cloud



  

Hypervisor Hosting – depiction:
Virtualization and the Cloud



  

Virtualization and the Cloud
Emulator Hosting:

● Emulators provide an environment which attempts to
implement, in software, an entire architecture

● The goal is to provide a method to execute the code 
in a manner which most closely replicates the 
underlying system in which the software would 
execute

● Minimal assistance is provided by the host operating 
system, and typically no kernel-level or other 
supervisory hooks are required

● The entire virtualized hardware and software stacks 
live in user-space



  

Virtualization and the Cloud
Emulator Hosting - characteristics:

● All code is executed at the application layer
● Absolutely zero access to the host operating system
● Host can execute guest code which is incompatible 

with the host architecture (e.g. arm on x86, etc.)
● 100% visibility into hardware-level operations
● Very slow execution
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Virtualization and the Cloud
Emulator Hosting:

VirtualBox and VMWare both offer hybrid 
implementations of Hypervisors and Emulators
This enables these platforms to adapt to 
presence or absence of hardware and software
facilities which enable hypervisor-based 
virtualization
Examples – 
  Using VMWare to replace the slow Android Emulator

      (Android emulator in Windows via Linux):
  https://visualgdb.com/tutorials/android/vmware/ 

      GPU emulation at AMD using a hybrid VM based
      approach for much greater speed
               https://www.techdesignforums.com/practice/technique/reliable-scalable-flexible-gpu-emulation-using-hybrid-virtual-machine-approach/ 

https://visualgdb.com/tutorials/android/vmware/
https://www.techdesignforums.com/practice/technique/reliable-scalable-flexible-gpu-emulation-using-hybrid-virtual-machine-approach/


  

Virtualization is different from cloud computing
   - virtualization abstracts compute resources, 
        typically as VMs with associated storage and 
        networking connectivity
     the cloud determines how those virtualized 
        resources are allocated, delivered, and presented.
   - virtualization is not necessary to create a cloud 
     environment, but it enables rapid scaling of 
     resources in a way that nonvirtualized environments 
     find hard to achieve.
   - most clouds are built on virtualized infrastructure 
     technology.
   - faster service deployment and dynamic placement
     of workloads 
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Virtualization is a natural for cloud computing
   - provides intelligent abstraction layer which hides 
     the complexity of underlying hardware or software.
   - partitioning may be used to support many 
     applications and operating systems in a single 
     physical system.
   - since each VM is isolated, each is protected from 
     crashes and viruses in other VMs.  In other words, 
     software is decoupled from hardware
   - a VM can be represented (and even stored) as a 
     single file, making it easy to identify and present 
     to other applications.
   - but I/O bound applications can do poorly in virtualized 
     clouds – sharing and network latency could be costly

Virtualization and the Cloud



  

Virtualization can help with security
   - since each VM is isolated, each is protected from 
     crashes and viruses in other VMs.  In other words, 
     virtualization supports single points of control over 
     multiple systems
   - easier and faster disaster recovery
   - supports role-based access
   - supports additional auditing and logging capabilities
     for large infrastructures 

Virtualization and the Cloud



  

Virtualization has problems wrt security
   - monitoring systems are based on device history
     but now devices are virtualized
   - there are a vast number of configuration options 
     that security and system administrators need to
     understand, with an added layer of complexity 
     that has to be managed by operations teams
   - access controls must be carefully and competently
     planned since so many virtualized technologies
     can connect to network infrastructure 
   - access to sensitive outsourced data has to be 
     limited to a subset of privileged users to mitigate 
     the risk of abuse of high privilege roles 

Virtualization and the Cloud



  

Virtualization and the Cloud
Threats in the cloud:

● Data loss (exfiltration)
● Weak identity, credentials, and access management
● Insecure APIs
● System and application vulnerabilities
● Account hacking
● Malicious insiders
● Advanced persistent threat (APTs)
● Permanent data loss (erased)
● Insufficient due diligence*
● Abuse and nefarious use of cloud services
● DOS attacks
● Shared technology or shared dangers

* Due Diligence: exercise of care that a reasonable business is normally    
  expected to take before entering into an agreement or contract with 
  another party or an act with a certain standard of care



  

Virtualization and the Cloud
Attackers want to do this:

● Compromise a component of virtualized space 
via illegal data access, MiM, or by affecting control 
flow of instructions

● Disrupt normal operations via DDoS
● Escalate privilege illegally in a component of 

virtualized space



  

Virtualization and the Cloud
Defenses:

● Separation of processes
use namespaces (try lsns or sudo ls /proc/*/ns), containers, etc.
att: may use side channel attacks
att: may use system calls to access memory of other container

● Filesystem isolation
secure chroot barrier prevents processes from escaping
prohibit (un)mount ops inside a jail unless configured otherwise

● Interprocess Communication isolation
filesystem isolation → IPC isolation
att: compromise semaphores, shared memory, message queues

● Network isolation
use network namespaces
have separate network interface for each container
att: modify or eavesdrop network traffic using available interfaces

● Resource management
must prevent DDoS due to high use of resources
use RCTL to limit resources in containers 



  

Security considerations
   - access: access to sensitive outsourced data must 
     be limited to a subset of privileged users
   - data segregation: one instance of customer data 
     has to be fully segregated from other customer data
   - privacy: exposure of sensitive information stored on 
     platforms implies legal liability and loss of reputation
   - bug exploitation: prevent exploit of software bug to 
     steal data or grab resources and allow further attacks
   - recovery: must provide an efficient replication and
     recovery mechanism should a disaster occur
   - accountability: monitoring is often a mandatory
     requirement because it enhances security and 
     reduces risk 

Virtualization and the Cloud



  

Security considerations
   - privacy: exposure of sensitive information stored on 
     platforms implies legal liability and loss of reputation
   - accountability: monitoring is often a mandatory
     requirement because it enhances security and 
     reduces risk 

Note the tradeoff:
  If something goes wrong, an investigation may be
  launched.  This may expose faulty components or 
  internal cloud resource configuration details.
  Then, a cloud customer might be able to learn 
  information about the internal structure of the 
  cloud that could be used to perform an attack.

Virtualization and the Cloud



  

Cloud Security Model
  

SP=Service Provider      SI=Service Instance
SU=Service User           SLA=Service Level Agreement
HP=Hosting Platform     CP=Cloud Provider

SU and SP have no physical
control over the cloud machines
Cloud machine status cannot
be observed by SU and SP
Attacks:
  CP resources – steal to mount...
  SP resources – botnet attack
  CP data – steal to modify...
  SP data – service or node conf
  SU data – steal sensitive data

Virtualization and the Cloud



  

Cloud Threat Model
  

SP=Service Provider      SI=Service Instance
SU=Service User           SLA=Service Level Agreement
HP=Hosting Platform     CP=Cloud Provider

Host Integrity is assumed
Guest Integrity is assumed at setup, when a VM is 
supplied but assumption is not valid when VM is deployed
and exposed to the network
Guest VMs provided by SU are not trusted and will be
monitored
Attackers can be SP or SU
Victims can be SP, CP, or SU

Virtualization and the Cloud



  

Core requirements of cloud monitoring system
  - effectiveness: detection of most kinds of attacks
- precision: few false-positives (mistake good for malware)
- transparency: minimize visibility from VMs; SP, SU, and
    potential intruders should not detect the monitoring system
- non-subvertability: host system, cloud infrastructure and   
    sibling VMs are protected from attacks from a 
    compromised guest; cannot disable monitoring system
- deployability: should be deployable on the vast majority
    of available cloud middleware and HW/SW configurations.
- dynamic reaction: detect intrusion attempt over a cloud 
    component and mitigate and notify security management
    components per security policy
- accountability: collect data and snapshots to enforce  
    accountability policies

Virtualization and the Cloud



  
Eucalyptus
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OpenECP
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-  Suspicious guest activities (e.g. system_call invocation) can
   be noticed by the Interceptor and recorded by the Warning 
   Recorder into the Warning Pool, where the potential threat
   will be evaluated by the Evaluator component.
-  ChecksumDB has checksums for critical code, data, files
-  The Interceptor does not block or deny any system call to 
   prevent the monitoring system from being detected
-  Evaluator and Hasher are always active, running and
   continuously performing security checks.
-  Warning Pool caches warnings so evaluation does not choke
   Warning Pool also allows setting priorities wrt evaluation order
   thereby increased invisibility
-  Hot recovery by replacement of compromised service via
   Snapshots
-  Snapshots support recording of guest machines for forensics  

Virtualization and the Cloud
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